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term for this system is govan, meaning " passing to
another house " or gochi, meaning attaching. It is
said to be originated from the belief in the malevolent
spirits who will make trouble for those children who
are specially regarded by their parents (III~4). By
similar reasoning, anyone who has numerous children
must possess stronger resisting power against the evil
spirits. Thus by " attaching " a child to such a
strong person, it will be protected. On the other hand,
giving the child to others, though nominally, will be
enough to show the spirits that the child is disregarded
by its parents.
This belief, as shown, is related to the high infantile
mortality, but the institution of pseudo-adoption means
more than a spiritual protection of the child's welfare.
It also provides a wider social connection for the child,
if we remember that those who have numerous chil-
dren, whether they really possess spiritual power or
not, certainly possess wealth and social influence
(III-3), By creating a pseudo-kinship relation with
them, the child will acquire a better economic and
social position in the community. On the other hand,
the person who accepts pseudo-adopted children is
pleased by the belief that this is an indication of his
prestige and future prosperity.
The relation will be created by a ritual act, which
consists of a sacrifice to a god called " new-official-
horse " (the meaning of this term is not clear to me).
The adopted child will offer a present of needles,
peaches and wine, symbols of long life, to his " adopt-
ing " parents, who will in turn offer him a feast and
give him a new personal name, and his " adopting "
father's surname (which is in fact never used) and some
ornaments and cash.

